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Abstract

With the rapid development of 5G+ information intelligence, higher require-
ments are put forward for accurate and efficient semantic annotation methods.
Semantic role annotation for any single method at present has its obvious
and complementary advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, this paper
attempts to introduce the above three mainstream and stable annotation
methods into each task of semantic role annotation, and designs a Chinese
semantic role annotation that integrates multi-method. This method integrates
the statistical-based linear sequence method, the rule-based hierarchical tree
method and the most advanced deep learning in the four processing modules
of semantic role annotation. Multi-level linguistic features are introduced into
the feature arrangement of the model to realize the mutual combination of
multiple modules. Experiments show that the modular fusion of steps and
methods effectively improves the annotation performance of each step of
annotation.
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1 Introduction

Fusion annotation method is a system-level integration optimization program,
which deals with a multi-step annotation problem step by step, and realizes
complementary advantages through fusion and optimization of various meth-
ods according to a certain combination method, which improves the overall
annotation performance of the system. Because the method is easy to under-
stand and relatively simple to implement, it can achieve good results, which
has been widely used in many application fields of intelligent information
processing.

Generally, fusion annotation methods can be divided into two categories
according to their implementation methods: One is to select the optimal
solution output by connecting multiple models in parallel; The second is
to select the optimal processing units of multiple models to combine relay
outputs. Machine translation is one of the earliest and most widely used intel-
ligent information processing fields of fusion methods. In the past two years,
this method has also been widely applied to multi-type natural language
understanding tasks. For example, Huang et al. [1] obtained a machine trans-
lation system with a three-layer fusion model through multi-level integration
of word and sentence-level machine translation models. In addition, fusion
methods are also widely used in other fields of natural language processing.
Liu et al. [2] applied this method to word sense disambiguation tasks. Lluis
et al. [3] applied the idea of model fusion to the related tasks of shallow
semantic analysis.

The system fusion program has been adopted by more and more natural
language processing tasks, which is a model mutual aid program with great
research prospects. The practice of this program in the field of machine
translation is more prominent. At present, the machine translation system
based on fusion method can be roughly divided into word-level, phrase-level
and sentence-level fusion methods [4]. The core idea of its technology is to
complete translation by step-by-step mutual relay of knowledge at the level of
mutual reference words, phrase chunks and syntax among multiple modules.
Fusion method technology promotes the development of machine translation
to be more perfect and provides a good implementation model for system
optimization. Therefore, the model fusion method in this paper will also
draw more lessons from the system fusion research in the field of machine
translation.

Based on the characteristics and applications of sub-model optimization
technology and module fusion technology, and on the basis of theoretical
accumulation and practical analysis, this paper proposes a system design
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program of Chinese semantic role annotation integrating multi-methods.
The multi-method model integrates the advantageous annotation units of the
three semantic analysis models of linear sequence method, hierarchical tree
method and deep learning in the four annotation steps, so that the annota-
tion results transferred between modules are the optimal solution, and the
semantic role annotation system is effectively optimized. The fusion method
model provides technical support for Chinese information retrieval, human-
computer interaction and Chinese public opinion analysis, which is of great
significance to the research of Chinese information processing and Chinese
syntactic-semantic relationship.

2 Related Works

Semantic role annotation is a practical program in current semantic analysis
and processing, and it is also a major topic in computational linguistics
research. In recent years, shallow semantic analysis has made great break-
throughs in computational language methods. It abandons the complexity of
deep components and relationships, and deduces that the sentence meaning
is displayed in a structured form by analyzing the lexical and syntactic
structures of the target sentence. It can realize a fast analysis algorithm in
the real corpus environment and obtain better accuracy than deep seman-
tic analysis. In 1998, Lee [5] put forward the concept of semantic web.
After that, semantic web and semantic analysis technology have developed
rapidly. Semantic role annotation technology has gradually become a com-
mon research hotspot in international academic circles. During this period,
many classical annotation methods emerged. In foreign countries, Gildea
et al. [6, 7] proposed seven common basic features of semantic role anno-
tation, and realized the important role of syntactic analysis in semantic role
recognition and classification by statistical machine learning method based on
context-free grammar to automatically label semantic roles, and pointed out
the direction for future generations. After that, Prandhan et al. [8, 9] applied
the machine learning method based on support vector machine to semantic
role annotation, which further adds a variety of new features at the lexical
level, and makes the annotation model obtain relatively ideal results. Xue
et al. [10] tried to combine and label features of different levels, which proves
that the annotation effect can be effectively improved after some features are
combined. With the rise of artificial intelligence in the past two years, deep
learnings have been applied to this field. Collobert et al. [11] applied deep
neural networks to frame semantic role annotation. This method slows down
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the manual intervention of traditional machine learning methods to deal with
complex features and achieves ideal annotation results. Subsequently, multi-
layer neural networks also began to be introduced into this field. Socher
et al. [12] used the combination of neural network units and tree structure
encoders to label, while Yin et al. [13] directly used multi-layer CNN models
to label. In the application of shallow semantic analysis, Narayanan et al. [14]
introduced semantic role annotation into the question answering system.
Compared with the traditional pattern matching method, the new method
greatly improves the accuracy of the answer. Wan [15] proposed the best
answer extraction combining shallow semantic analysis to solve the problem
in restricted domain, which improved the correlation between the answer
sentence and the problem. Zhao et al. [16] took large-scale unlabeled data
as a breakthrough to explore the automatic extraction of dependent syntactic
features with high confidence from rough machined massive data.

In China, after more than ten years of development, semantic role annota-
tion has also achieved rich research results. Liu Huaijun and others of Harbin
Institute of Technology [17] proposed a maximum entropy semantic role
annotation method for new features and their combination according to the
characteristics of Chinese language. Chen Yaodong et al. [18] made syntactic
and semantic classification of existing feature sets of statistical models in
shallow semantic analysis. Li and others of Shanxi University [19, 20] treated
the semantic role annotation task as a word sequence annotation problem for
the first time. This program is different from most syntactic components as
annotation units and opens up a brand-new idea. Wang Cheng et al. [21] pro-
posed to make in-depth improvement on the basis of the semantic annotation
model of conditional random fields, and incorporated multi-level linguistic
features such as morphology and sentence patterns into the training pro-
cess, which demonstrates that the annotation performance can be effectively
enhanced. As deep learning continues to win the first place in the field of
Chinese information processing, Wang Zhen et al. [22, 23] tried to apply the
deep learning model of multi-layer network structure to the identification and
classification of Chinese semantic roles. After that, the team tried to apply the
bidirectional cyclic neural network algorithm to this field again. This method
avoids a large number of complex feature extraction and can make better use
of the information in the annotation sequence. Wang et al. [24] proposed to set
up a ”straight ladder unit” with information connection inside the multi-layer
LSTM model unit. The annotation information can be quickly transmitted
between different layers, while Li et al. [25] constructed a lightweight single-
layer RNN model using external memory cells. The lightweight model has
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the advantages of simple training, high annotation efficiency and the like, but
its accuracy is close to that of the multi-level network model.

Generally speaking, although great progress has been made in the
research on Chinese semantic role annotation, there is still a long way to
go before it can be truly popularized and applied, and there are still few
researches on its basic theory and application. As a syntactic and semantic
cohesion tool, it is limited by corpus resources, Chinese lexical and syntac-
tic constraints, as well as some differences brought by Chinese itself and
English characteristics, which results in its relatively tortuous development
and greater room for improvement.

3 Chinese Semantic Role Annotation Combining
Multi-method

3.1 Method Introduction

System fusion technology has made gratifying achievements in machine
translation, which greatly promotes the popularization and application of
this method in the field of semantic analysis. For technologies with mature
basic theoretical research such as semantic role annotation technology, fusion
method provides a new expansion space for its performance improvement.
However, there are few researches on semantic analysis of system fusion tech-
nology and it has only begun to appear in recent years. In foreign countries,
Kontostathis [26] integrated vector space model into semantic analysis, which
improves the performance of the system to a certain extent. Atreya et al. [27]
incorporated BM25 technology into the latent semantic analysis model to
better improve the analysis performance. Muhammad Hossain et al. [28]
proposed to construct a semantic analysis model based on causality, which
uses causality pairs to map into input/output pairs. In China, Zhang [29]
proposed an analysis model combining morphology, syntax and semantics
to construct a multi-level parallel joint model, which effectively avoided
the spread of errors and local optimization problems, thus improving the
analysis performance of each step. Xu et al. [30] integrated short syntax,
dependent syntax model and related features into traditional semantic role
annotation, and its performance was better than that of similar systems with a
single method. Ren et al. [31] proposed to integrate clustering method word
quantitative representation into the traditional model and combine ternary
grammar model to obtain a potential semantic analysis model applied to
speech recognition. It can be seen from this that the fusion method technology
has shown a thriving and strong development momentum. At the same time,
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semantic role annotation technology has also entered the stage of technology
optimization after more than ten years of rapid growth, and the idea of
fusion method undoubtedly provides a new breakthrough point for model
optimization of semantic role annotation.

At present, most semantic role annotation systems rely on statistical
machine learning methods, which are bound to be affected by the infinity
of feature tags. Moreover, current research shows that when the existing
semantic role annotation is applied to large-scale corpus sets, the hardware
overhead required is extremely high, which greatly hinders its application
and promotion. On the one hand, if large-scale complex feature problems
are effectively split into multi-module step-by-step labeling methods, the
complexity of modules will be greatly reduced, and the optional models of the
step-by-step modules will be more extensive. After that, the multiple modules
will be effectively fused by using the fusion method, which can not only solve
the problem that the training characteristics are too complex, but also absorb
the advantageous processing units of the multiple modules, so that the fused
system performance can be brought into full play.

On the other hand, the in-depth research on linear sequence method,
hierarchical tree method and deep learning in the previous chapters found
that these three annotation methods mainly have the following characteristics
in the annotation process:

(1) In the pruning, preprocessing and post-processing stages, the hierarchi-
cal tree method has greater advantages than other methods. Using the
pruning algorithm based on hierarchical tree can eliminate non-semantic
role lexical elements to the greatest extent.

(2) The argument recognition stage is essentially a binary classification
problem, so the linear sequence method and the deep learning have
natural advantages. Considering the performance ratio of argument
recognition, the binary classification model constructed by the linear
sequence method is lighter and concise, with less system overhead, and
is more suitable for the argument recognition stage.

(3) As the stage of role classification is equivalent to multiple classifica-
tion problems, this paper flexibly adds multiple groups of hierarchi-
cal linguistic features, which increases the difficulty of classification.
Through experimental verification, deep learning is more competent for
classification and annotation problems with strong hierarchy.

In addition, a large number of studies show that increasing the scale of
training corpus can improve the annotation performance based on statistical
methods. However, when the training corpus reaches a certain scale, this
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method will no longer work. Continuing to increase the training corpus will
only lead to a large number of interference noises and redundant labels in the
model, which will lead to performance degradation due to too large a model.

3.2 System Construction

The research of system construction focuses on the idea of fusion method and
different semantic role annotation methods mentioned in the previous three
chapters. A large number of preliminary experiments and reading literatures
are carried out according to the research status of this problem, and a joint
mutual aid model of Chinese semantic role annotation that integrates multi-
method is proposed. Firstly, the Chinese semantic role annotation corpus
with multi-level linguistic features is selected as the basic corpus. Through
Bootstrapping corpus self-expansion mechanism, short syntactic features and
dependent syntactic features are added to the basic corpus and manually
proofread as the fusion method corpus. Then, the semantic role pruning
module based on hierarchical tree method is constructed and trained with the
constructed fusion method corpus. After the pruning operation is completed,
a “Pruning” tag column is added, the corpus with pruning tag is sent into a
conditional random field classification model based on two classifications,
and an argument recognition module based on linear sequence method is
trained and constructed. After the argument recognition stage is completed,
the corpus is added with an “Argument” tag column on the basis of the
previous step, and the recognized corpus is sent to a semantic role classifi-
cation model based on multi-classification, and a role classification module
based on deep learning is trained and constructed. In the post-processing
stage, according to simple post-processing rules and semantic role post-
processing methods based on short syntax tree, the morphology of syntax tree
and subtree is analyzed, argument boundary correction and other processing
are carried out, and a post-processing module based on short syntax tree
is constructed. Finally, the multi-method combination and system module
coupling technology are used to interface the four modules in a unified way
and connect them in series in sequence to obtain a semantic role annotation
model integrating multi-method. The general technical route is shown in
Figure 1.

3.2.1 Pruning module of hierarchical tree method
Since most syntactic components in the short syntax tree are non-predicate-
argument parts, heuristic algorithm is used to prune them. The pruning of
sentences mainly includes parenthesis and parallel structure pruning. Paren-
theses in sentences are generally independent components. Removing them
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SRL Model Integrated with Multi-Method

Post-processing: Combining Syntax Tees

Role Classification: Deep Learning Strategies

Argument Recognition: Linear Sequence Strategy

Semantic 
Roles

Multi-linguistic 
Method Syntax TreesTrees+Brootstrapping

Figure 1 Technology roadmap of fusion method.

from the main meaning of the sentence will not change and the syntactic tree
structure can be simplified. For the juxtaposed components in the juxtaposed
structure, because they are of the same importance in the sentence, the first
of the juxtaposed components is usually reserved and the rest is cut off.

The pruning process starts from the predicate node of the syntax tree
to merge upward, first merging the brother nodes of the same layer of the
predicate node, and then merging the parent nodes of the current node upward
in turn until the root node of the syntax tree. The model judges whether there
are parentheses or parallel structures in this layer. If it contains parentheses,
the parentheses are cut off. When the parentheses contain predicates, the
predicates and related arguments in the parentheses are preserved. If a parallel
structure is included and the parallel structure does not contain predicates, the
parallel component is removed. As shown in Figure 2, the pruning process
of the short syntax tree in the example sentence “the supervision team has
been stationed in the epidemic area and is rapidly carrying out epidemic
prevention work” is as follows: locate the core predicate of the sentence
as “VV-carry out”, merge from the node, and first merge the sibling node
“NP-((NN-epidemic prevention) (NN-work))” of the node into the candidate
queue; Then move up to node VP in turn, and the sibling nodes of node
VP are modifiers, so merge “ADVP-is” and “ADVP-fast” into the candidate
queue, and continue to move the pointer to another VP node on the previous
layer, whose sibling nodes are connected by “PU-,” and belong to parallel
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Figure 2 Schematic diagram of pruning process.

components, so cut them off; Finally, it moves to the upper VP node, merges
the brother node “NP-Supervision Group” into the candidate queue, and the
algorithm terminates.

3.2.2 Argument identification module of linear sequence method
The argument recognition module of the linear sequence method takes the
CRF annotation model set up in the third chapter as the template, CRFs model
still adopts CRF-L2 algorithm, and the best adjustment parameter C = 4.0
and domain offset factor ϕ(Θ) = 1.0 of the first-order transfer feature of the
output sequence. After pruning, the results are output to the newly added
“IS Pruning” tag column, and the corpus with pruning tag is sent to the
conditional random field classification model based on two classifications,
and the argument recognition module based on linear sequence method is
trained and constructed. The recognition module has the advantages of light
weight, high efficiency and low complexity. Each labeled word element is
taken as a sample, that is, each word element and the “IS Argument” label
column to which it belongs are taken as a sample, so that the value of the
sample is determined quickly and efficiently.

3.2.3 Role classification module of deep learning
According to the idea of constructing the method module in this section,
the role classification module of the deep learning takes the neurons of
Bi-LSTM neural network model designed in the fifth chapter as the tem-
plate. The markup corpus in the previous section removes the “IS Pruning”
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markup columns and rearranges the order of the markup columns. The
“IS Argument” tag column is moved forward to the lexical feature and
rearranged as the training corpus for the module. The Bi-LSTM network
layer is supervised to be trained by using the multi-level linguistic feature
tags corresponding to each lexical element vector as the basic input unit, and
the multi-level linguistic feature tags corresponding to each lexical element
are used. Semi-supervised learning of multi-level features and type tags of
semantic roles, training and constructing a role classification module based
on deep learning, so that the vector representation of semantic role infor-
mation of lexical elements can be automatically obtained for the sentence
corpus of the new input module. The training of each layer of the network
adopts a bidirectional propagation algorithm composed of Forward pass and
Backward pass, the whole technology route is like Figure 3 below.

3.2.4 Post-processing module with syntax tree
The post-processing module can further restrict the semantic role annotation
model. By analyzing the obvious errors of model annotation, the correspond-
ing constraint restrictions can be formulated according to the actual situation

S1 S2 Sn

hjn hj2hj3hj4 hj1

hi1 hi2 hi3 hi4 hin

W1 W2 Wn

Post-processing

Backward

Pre-processing

Forward

Figure 3 Schematic diagram of role classification module based on Bi-LSTM.
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and needs. According to the characteristics of predicates in the short syntax
tree, the following post-processing rules are formulated:

(1) Each predicate in the syntactic tree cannot have two or more identical
semantic roles.

(2) The scope of the qualifying predicate. The scope of predicates is divided
into two categories. Class I: the scope of predicates is the whole short
syntax tree, such as “say”, “tell”, “answer”, “you”, etc. Class II: The
scope of predicate is the subtree of the syntactic tree where it is located.

(3) Among the annotation results with nested relation, the semantic role
with the highest probability is retained.

(4) In order to prevent the semantic tags from being sparse, a small number
of semantic role types are merged.

Through the above rules, the argument roles that have been classified
are filtered to solve the conflict roles that do not meet the semantic struc-
ture restrictions of sentences and obtain the final annotation results, thus
improving the accuracy of classification.

For example, AA represent for Parent Node Part of Speech, BB represent
for Sub-node Part of Speech, CC represent for Dependency Type, DD repre-
sent for Phrase Structure Type, EE represent for Parent Node Part of Speech,
FF represent for Sub-node Part of Speech, GG represent for Dependency
Type, HH represent for Phrase Structure Type, II represent for Parent Node
Part of Speech, JJ represent for Sub-node Part of Speech, KK represent for
Dependency Type, LL represent for Phrase Structure Type.

Table 1 Double syntactic rules used in post-processing (part)
AA BB CC DD EE FF GG HH II JJ KK LL
V D ADV VP Q C LAD QP N N COO NP

V P ADV VP Q M RAD QP N M IS NP

V V ADV VP P P COO PP N N IS NP

V V COO VP P C LAD PP D P ADV ADVP

V N VOB VP P N POB PP R N SBV IP

V V VOB VP N N ATT NP R V SBV IP

Q Q COO QP N U ATT NP V NR VOB VP

Q V IS QP N NS ATT NP T N SBV IP
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4 Fusion Method Experiment

First of all, Bootstrapping self-expansion mechanism is adopted to expand
the corpus selected in the experiment with double syntactic feature tags, and
the linguistic professionals are handed over for simple manual proofreading.
A total of 2853 sentences are obtained, including 2710 training corpus and
143 test corpus. Three groups of experiments were carried out to test the
contribution of different modules to the system annotation performance. The
performance of semantic role annotation system is evaluated, and Precision,
Recall and F-Score are used to evaluate the performance of the system.

4.1 Multi-feature Corpus Construction

The original corpus used in the experiment is the dependent corpus of
Tsinghua University and Harbin Institute of Technology, which is oriented
to the news field. Referring to the short syntactic information annotation
standard of Chinese Penn Treebank Tag Set, feature column processing is
carried out to realize the construction of multi-feature Chinese semantic role
annotation corpus. In this process, it integrates various linguistic features such
as morphology and syntax, and inherits the criteria for the construction of
traditional semantic role annotation corpus such as predicate division and
semantic role recognition. After processing and screening, a total of 22,000
sentences of corpus were obtained, including 20,000 sentences of training
corpus and 2,000 sentences of testing corpus. Statistics on the main semantic
roles in the corpus are shown in Table 2.

As shown in Figure 4 below, a sentence column string is extracted from
the original corpus, and it can be seen that it contains multiple column
features, which need to be screened. Where ID is the word element number
column; Seg is a lexical ontology column; PoS is the original part-of-speech
granularity feature mark column; Gran is the feature label column of part of

Table 2 Occurrence frequency statistics of main semantic roles
Semantic role Frequency Semantic role Frequency
Core predicate 21981 Time 2997

Agent 8188 Connection 11288

Patient 10692 Preposition 8621

Degree 4074 Azimuth 3539

Premises 3651 Reason 372
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ID Seg PoS Gran Syn Rel Dep 

1 We r Rr _ 6 Agent 

2 Today t T _ 6 Time 

3 Also d D _ 6 Comments 

4 No v V _ 6 Predicate 

5 Thoroughly a Ad _ 6 Degree 

6 Resolve v V _ 0 Core 

7 Corruption a An _ 8 Limit 

8 Problem n N _ 6 Patient 

ID Seg C_G SRL 

1 We r Agent 

2 Today t Time 

3 Also d * 

4 No v Predicate 

5 Thoroughly a Degree 

6 Resolve v Core component 

7 Corruption a * 

8 Problem n Patient 

Figure 4 An example diagram of coarse-grained corpus construction of part of speech.

speech with fine granularity. Syn is a short syntactic signature column and
has not been added yet. Rel is the syntactic pointing label feature tag column;
Dep is a dependent feature tag column; C G is the coarse graininess feature
column of part of speech; SRL annotates columns for semantic information.

Aiming at the non-linear mapping relationship between syntax and
semantics, based on the flexible addition of multi-level features by inheriting
linear sequence method, short syntactic features and dependent syntactic
feature tags are added to the basic corpus by using Bootstrapping corpus
self-expansion mechanism, and simple manual proofreading is carried out
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as the corpus of fusion method. After the annotation is completed, a short
syntactic tag and a dependent syntactic tag column are added to the sentence
column corpus. By counting the semantic roles of different syntactic tags, the
semantic role types of different syntactic roles and the ability of this syntactic
role to act as semantic roles can be obtained, which paves the way for the
following pruning and post-processing.

4.2 Modular Experiment

Experiment 1: The processed training corpus is sent to the pruning module of
hierarchical tree method and the Chinese syntax parser of Stanford University
to perform pruning operation respectively. The results are compared as shown
in Table 3 below.

The experiment shows that the pruning effect of the pruning method based
on hierarchical tree is greatly improved compared with the pruning effect of
Stanford University’s Chinese syntax parser. The latter has a slight advantage
in recall rate, but there is a big gap in the accurate ratio of pruning. Results
Error analysis found that the recall rate of the pruning method based on
hierarchical tree was insufficient because the pruning operation of syntactic
tree removed semantic role nodes that were difficult to identify in subtrees.

Experiment 2: After the pruning operation is completed, the test results of
whether to prune “Y/N” are imported into the “IS Pruning” feature column,
and then sent into the conditional random field classification module based on
two classifications. Each word element in the sentence column is taken as a
unit to train and test the recognition accuracy of the module, and the final test
results are imported into the corresponding “IS Argument” feature column of
the word element. When the markup is complete, The “IS Pruning” feature
column in the corpus is removed, Move the “IS Argument” feature column
forward after the lexical feature column, The rearranged training corpus is
used as a role classification module, the sentence column corpus is converted
into lexical element vectors as basic input units, the role classification module
based on deep learning is trained and constructed, the vector expression of
semantic role information of lexical elements is obtained after the training is

Table 3 Comparison of experimental results of two types of pruning modules
Pruning device Argument Role Recall Node pruning
Hierarchical Tree Pruning Module 83.70 89.34

Standford Parser 84.59 86.12
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completed, and the semantic role components are imported into the columns
to be labeled.

As can be seen from Table 4, when the model in this chapter is tested with
the same corpus as Bi-LSTM, the annotation results are improved compared
with the single improved Bi-LSTM model built in the previous chapter,
which shows that the multi-method and modular annotation model in this
chapter is feasible. However, due to the high complexity of the model and
the transmission of annotation results by multiple sub-modules, there are
some model efficiency disadvantages compared with a single class of neural
network model.

Comprehensive analysis shows that: The performance of lexical vectors
trained by using the multi-feature corpus constructed in this paper is better
than that provided by the conference CoNLL-2009. The main reason is
that the corpus integrates multi-level linguistic features, and after pruning
and linear argument recognition module processing, the training data sent
into Bi-LSTM model has wide dimensional information and rich semantic
information. Therefore, experiments show that adding multi-level linguistic
features to role classification tasks can significantly improve classification
performance.

Experiment 3: After the role classification is completed, the basic infor-
mation of lexical elements, short syntactic features and the final semantic
role annotation results are selected from the annotation results and sent to the
post-processing module combining the syntactic tree, and the abnormal node
deletion operation in the syntactic tree is executed according to the processing
rules. Therefore, the syntactic component nodes corresponding to the final
semantic role are determined, and the role classification is merged.

As can be seen from Table 5, experiment 3 adds post-processing rules
to experiment 2, and the overall F1 value reaches 81.72%. The application

Table 4 Comparison of experimental results of semantic role annotation process
Annotation Task Accuracy Recall F1
Argument recognition 86.29 85.51 85.96

Role Classification 83.34 79.73 81.50

Table 5 Comparison of experimental results of post-processing modules
Accuracy Recall F1

Before post-treatment 83.34 79.73 81.50

After post-treatment 83.56 79.96 81.72
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Figure 5 error mark statistic of experimental results of each method.

of post-processing module can also improve the overall performance of the
system.

After classifying and counting the annotation errors, it is found that after
adding multiple types of linguistic features, model training and decoding test
experiments are carried out, and 500 test corpus are tested. The results are
compared with those shown in Figure 5 below.

The results show that the hierarchical tree method combining linear
sequence and deep learning has obvious effect on improving the performance
of semantic role annotation, especially when combining double syntactic tree
analysis. The F1 value of the hierarchical tree model is increased by nearly
1.5% from the F value labeled by the best single method, which proves the
effectiveness of the method.

5 Conclusion

Traditional semantic role labelling task need this process that the syntactic
structure of the sentence is given, Roth and Lapata (2016) construct an deep-
learning model to obtain the syntactic dependency paths information; while
Marcheggiani and Titov (2017) construct Graph Convolutional Networks to
encode the dependency structure of the sentence. Although He et al. (2017)’s
approach is a pure end-to-end learning, they have included an analysis of
adding syntactic dependency information into English SRL in the discussion
section. Cai et al. (2018) have compared syntax-agnostic and syntax-aware
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approaches and Xia et al. (2019) have compared different ways to represent
and encode the syntactic knowledge.

This paper briefly introduces the research status of fusion method and its
related application research in the field of natural language processing. On
the basis of previous studies, the prominent points of each annotation method
are comprehensively analyzed, and a multi-method fusion annotation idea is
proposed. A multi-module fusion annotation method based on the pruning
module of the hierarchical tree method, the argument recognition module of
the linear sequence method, the role classification module of the deep learn-
ing and the post-processing module combined with syntax tree is realized
by integrating the linear sequence method, the hierarchical tree method and
the deep learning. The experimental results show that the fusion method is
an effective multi-level semantic role annotation optimization program, and
reasonable fusion of the advantageous annotation units of multi-method can
better improve the annotation performance.
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